
PROMOTES GOOD HEALTH
EXPERIENCE PLAYTIME the softer side of play



PLAY AIDS RECOVERY, MAKES HEALTHCARE VISITS EASIER
Being hospitalized or visiting the doctor or dentist is not easy for children.  Play is a welcomed distraction for patients from 
fear, pain, treatments, dressing changes or any of the other interventions that make a hospital stay or doctor’s visit difficult.  
Play helps children recover emotionally, as well as physically from tough therapy protocols.

PLAYTIME play areas help reduce anxiety in the waiting room.  Our soft, safe indoor playgrounds provide special place 
where siblings can reconnect with their hospitalized brother or sister or where parents can leave the hospital room to play 
with their child.

CERTIFIED ANTIBACTERIAL AND FUNGAL RESISTANT
Germs are the buzzword for a danger people want to eliminate from their surroundings, especially in areas where kids play.
PLAYTIME’s surface materials are certified to kill 99.99% of bacteria and demonstrate resistance to fungal growth according 
to ASTM* methods G21 and E2180.

Soft, safe and durable, PLAYTIME’s smooth finish materials are naturally antibacterial and easy-to-clean, ensuring a healthy 
play environment for kids of all ages.

ACTIVE PLAY IS GOOD FOR KIDS HEALTH
According to the CDC, exercise for kids is important because it helps build strong muscles and bones, prevents obesity, 
builds confidence, reduces stress, strengthens immunity, and releases endorphins in the body.  

PLAYTIME’s unique play areas provide a great place for children to exercise while they learn. 

Our low profile climbers, slides and crawl tunnels help develop gross motor skills, test spatial relationships and build 
confidence.  Our wall-mounted games and puzzles help with cognition, problem solving and hand/eye coordination.
* American Society for Testing and Materials

EXPERIENCE PLAYTIME healthy play
Call 303.662.0302 for a free design today.  www.playtime.com

“Our PLAYTIME soft foam play pieces 
serve a dual purpose – to allow children to 
have fun while meeting their physical and 
occupational therapy needs.” 

“Some kids won't eat or drink, and so our 
medical staff uses the play area as an 
‘incentive’. If the child drinks a glass of 
water, then he or she can play in the play 
area for a while.” 

“The play area is not only fun for the kids 
but is also good for their recovery.”

“Kids love to interact with the play 
pieces.  The more senses you can 

incorporate in their therapy, the more 
effectively they will advance.”

“We are thrilled to be able to offer this 
resource to our families.”
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HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS CHOOSE PLAYTIME 
Challenge us to create a one-of-a-kind PLAYTIME area for you. 
We’ve seen this work with healthcare providers, just like yours!

Visit our website or contact us at 303.662.0302 with your ideas today.

www.playtime.com
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